Tacoma reverse lights

Diamond Jim helped make these videos. The reverse light is the white light that lights up when
your Tacoma is in reverse. The video above shows you how to change the reverse light in your
Toyota Tacoma. These bulbs burn out occasionally and help you see when you are backing up.
The reverse light gets dimmer over time and we suggest changing them in pairs. Try not to
touch the glass part of the new bulb with your finger when changing the reverse light in your
Tacoma, the oil in your finger will cause the that part of the reverse light bulb to burn hotter out
therefore burn out quicker. Using gloves or a piece of paper towel will limit the potential of
touching the bulb. Hans Angermeier has produced over , videos showing drivers how to fix
things on their cars. He has broad expertise on basic repair procedures covering the majority of
cars on the road. Leaking coolant is usually a sign that your water pump needs to be replaced.
This video shows you how to quickly plug it. Car companies often use the same engines in
different cars. They also slightly alter the styling and sell the same car by two different names
amongst other tricks to help offset development costs. Our system selects the most applicable
video for your car based, in part, on these characteristics. The video displayed may not look
exactly like your car, but may be relevant enough for you to get a good idea how to do it.
Getting Started - Prepare for the repair. Share on. Full list of part and tools. Author Hans
Angermeier has produced over , videos showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. If your
car blows hot air when your air conditioner is turned on, try recharging the freon first. Learn
how to jack up your car. A few key tips will make jacking up your car much safer. Change a
burnt out headlight. Avoid tickets and accidents with both working headlights! New bulbs are
much brighter too. Plug minor coolant leaks. See all videos for the Toyota Tacoma. We have a
massive and growing video library, but we don't have everything A simple solution to a very
overlooked problem every Tacoma owner can relate to. Reverse lights are one of the most
underrated modifications in most automotive circles. Besides the obvious increased safety,
what can brighter and more visible lights do for your vehicle? They are also used to illuminate
what is behind you so you do not accidentally hit something you cannot see. Every vehicle in
the United States must have one or two rear-mounted rear-facing reverse lights. The lights
should be white in color. Test your reverse lights frequently to always make sure they are
functional. I decided to do this upgrade from Xenon Depot because I started noticing that I
could barely make out what was behind my truck during night time. That is not always the most
courteous move when I am in busy parking lots and the DOT considers them illegal for daily use
unless you are on a trail or off-road. After some research, these Xenon Depot Reverse Lights
were my top replacement choice. For a simple set of lights, the build quality is impressive.
These lights certainly pack a punch! The majority of the bulb is made of ceramic so it is capable
of handling even higher outside environmental temperatures than the cheaper plastic
alternatives that can easily burn out. There are many styles of reverse lights on the market.
These bulbs do not utilize all of their output because the light is not properly reflected. The
design of the XTRs solves that common problem. These lights are extremely bright and reliable!
The craftsmanship on the electrical connectors is also much better than what you are getting
from the factory and they fit perfectly into the OEM Toyota Connectors. This is an extremely
easy installation. Start by opening your tailgate and locating these 3 bolts marked in red. Use
your socket and start to turn the bolts counterclockwise to loosen, do these on all 3 bolts that
were marked. Once all bolts are removed, place them somewhere safe and use both hands to
remove the tail light. I recommend one hand on the top and one on the bottom to ensure that it
comes off correctly. There is a little pressure point lock in silver that keeps the light in place
even if the bolts are removed, but you will see right away that the whole tail light assembly is
ready to come off. Pictured above is the reverse light harness. Give it a little turn to remove the
harness from the taillight assembly. Once the connector is removed from the housing just pull
lightly on the OEM reverse light bulb to remove. Insert your new LED Light in the socket and
have someone put the car in reverse while holding the brake, of course to test out the light. If it
does not turn on the first time, just flip the light around and this will switch the polarity and it
will turn on. It is a common mistake that the light is put in the other way around which will cause
it to not turn on. Once you have checked that all is in working order â€” put the light back into
the housing and give it a twist to lock. Put the whole tail light housing back into place and
secure with the three bolts. I highly recommend doing this by hand and not with an impact gun
you can easily strip the bolts or crack the housing. Double-check to make sure everything is
tight and you are done! Repeat all the steps on the other tail light. It only took me about 10
minutes to unwrap the box, get the lights installed and test it all out. I definitely can see a huge
difference in light output for the rear of the truck. As you probably noticed in the photo above,
these are powerful lights. Until now, I never thought of the reverse lights as a necessary
upgrade. I highly recommend these to anyone in the market for quality lights and those looking
for peace of mind. Michael is based in Sacramento, CA. Full-time Meme Lord and Weekend

Warrior. Step 1. Work Area Prep Start by opening your tailgate and locating these 3 bolts
marked in red. Step 2. Remove Tail Light Assembly Use your socket and start to turn the bolts
counterclockwise to loosen, do these on all 3 bolts that were marked. Step 3. Step 4. Install
Xenon Depot Reverse Light Insert your new LED Light in the socket and have someone put the
car in reverse while holding the brake, of course to test out the light. Notify of. Inline Feedbacks.
Questions or Comments? Discussion in ' 1st Gen. Tacomas ' started by vtlogger , Sep 2, Log in
or Sign up. Tacoma World. Welcome to Tacoma World! You are currently viewing as a guest! To
get full-access, you need to register for a FREE account. Quick Links: Tail light tint? Tighten
center vents? Strut options Lightbar switch that fits 1st Gen center console? Piecing together a
build Stereo? Reverse lights Discussion in ' 1st Gen. Post Reply. Hello, I just installed some 18w
led lights on my trailer hitch for more light in reverse, I try to wire them to my stock reverse light
wiring but I get nothing, there power at the stock wire and I have power in the wire going to
lights.. I sat a battery on the tailgate and hooked the wires to it.. Lights come on.. To may amps
draw for stock wiring?? Someone please help Likely not enough juice from the stock harness.
Might want to use a relay, and wire the lights directly to the battery. Wire the relay to the reverse
light circuit. Some LEDs need to be installed one way. If the polarity is reversed they won't light.
Did you try flipping them degrees? LEDs should draw a lot less current than incandescent
lights, so if the incandescents light reasonably well, then you should be getting enough current.
DrZ , Sep 2, Seagull and vtlogger [OP] like this. DrZ and vtlogger [OP] like this. Yeah, should
have looked in to brighter bulbs.. I'm not sure about the whole polarity thing under standing it I
do know if I hook them to the battery they come on but won't when hooked to the stock wires.. I
did the same thing on my old Dakota and never had a problem. That's why I'm not sure what I'm
doing wrong. Got a link to the lights we can look at? Yeah, it may be impossible to install them
reversed. I was thinking more of the type of bulbs that illuminate the gauge cluster and warning
lights or the dome light. Those are symmetrical and you can turn them degrees so the positive
and negative terminals get reversed. I would think the circuit could supply enough current to
short the fuse. Even a very bright LED should draw less than a regular incandescent. There
should be a huge voltage drop just from the wires going back to the trailer. Maybe the contacts
on the LED bulbs aren't sticking out far enough or something about the geometry isn't allowing
them to make contact with the terminals. Sounds like one of those things that if you sleep on it,
you wake up and realize what the problem is. Bad ground? Seagull , Sep 2, Wyoming09 and
jbrandt like this. Sorry guys.. I may have not been all that clear. I checked the ground and it's
fine and have power.. I wired up another pod I had tonight and it works, which makes my think
there's not enough power to run 2 pods together And I can make them work if I hook them
directly to the battery. I'm at a loss with this one. LEDs need a certain amount of voltage or they
don't work at all. They aren't like light bulbs that just get dim. Are you putting a them in parallel?
Last edited: Sep 2, I had no problems running both types of extra reverse lights. If your load
was to much it would open the fuse If the lights work when hooked direct to a power source.
Your stock reverse lights are on but the LED lights are not working must be a wiring problem.
Just where are you grounding the LED lights? Wyoming09 , Sep 3, I used the ground in the
stock wiring and also grounded to frame with no luck They just won't work if I hook them up to
stock wiring so they ll come on when I put my truck in reverse. Could you post some pictures?
Including the wiring plugs, light specifications from the manufacturer, and location of where
they are going? Last edited: Sep 3, The frame can be a rather poor ground because I work on
trailer lights often I run a extra ground from the battery to the frame. The ground going to the
engine block only gets to the frame via the engine and Transmission mounts Just how did you
make the splice mechanical connection and solder?? You are testing this in reverse with the
ignition switch on and the stock back up lights are on?? Cause a fuse to open?? Just what year
truck are you working on?? Wyomingo9 My truck is a Any Luck with this? Wyoming09 , Sep 8,
Sorry none yet, got shot in the ankle with a nail gun so haven't really messed with it, hopefully
I'll be back at it this weekend, it's really driving me nuts I can't figure it out.. Joined: Jul 7,
Member: Messages: 1, Gender: Male First Name: sam Torrance Vehicle: 98 tacoma 5 speed 4x4
tundra front clip, tundra brakes, cab cage, camburg long travel, archive garage rear shock
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Lubegard Automatic Transmission Fluid Protectant, 10 oz. It is not created or sold by the OE car
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JavaScript seems to be disabled in your browser. For the best experience on our site, be sure to
turn on Javascript in your browser. Brighter Backup. These replacement LED bulbs are a great
way to improve the look and function of the reverse light on your Toyota Tacoma. You will get
higher visibility at night, with a modern look. The installation is straightforward, with just a bulb
swap - making this one of the easiest ways to improve the Tacoma's lighting. All Diode

Dynamics LED lighting is rated with accurate, measured lumen figures, not calculations or
guesses. We test the true output in-house, and provide you the real numbers to compare.
Colors that match. Most of us have seen lighting setups with random shades of white that don't
quite match. At Diode Dynamics, we operate an integrating sphere, which is a piece of lab
equipment used to analyze exact color spectrum of the LED bulbs we produce. By testing each
batch of products, we can ensure that all bulbs will match in color, to avoid various tints of
white. These bulbs will match any other upgrades you may have from Diode Dynamics, for
factory-style uniformity and a clean appearance. Diode Dynamics LEDs are built with
constant-current inductive circuitry, along with transient suppression. They are tested by our
engineering team with a device that replicates years of voltage spikes, like the ones generated
each time the alternator starts and stops on your Tacoma. While more expensive than simple
bulbs, this allows Diode Dynamics LEDs to last for years, with no flickering or failure. After over
a decade in business, Diode Dynamics is one of the most trusted names in automotive LED
lighting. We directly assemble and engineer our own products in the United States, allowing for
higher quality and performance, with the newest and brightest LED technology. Whether it's a
Toyota or anything else, we pride ourselves in offering only the best possible LED solutions.
Please contact us if you'd like to discuss your lighting project! Find an error on this page?
Please let us know! Installation Guide: Click to download. If you experience any defect with a
product, we will do some quick troubleshooting, and if necessary, provide a replacement. There
is no need to wait for a return and repair process. Click here to learn more. All domestic U.
Shipping costs are calculated at checkout, based on order size. Delivery usually takes just days.
You will receive updates from our site when your order is shipped, along with a unique
shipment number to ensure that your order is correctly accounted for. This allows you to easily
reply to us if you have any concerns. Have a question about your shipment? Just like any other
question you might have, simply send us an email and our trained lighting and shipping experts
will reply, usually the same day. Or, give us a call during normal business hours. We ship to
almost everywhere in the world using USPS shipping services, along with your country's postal
service. Rates are calculated at checkout to ensure fair pricing. Please note that the shipping
time can vary widely, based on your countries mail service and border policies. Shipments are
marked with the value of your purchase price. International customers are responsible for any
tariffs or customs fees that may be associated with their shipment. Please check your country's
laws and regulations before your purchase. Shipping will be domestic U. To see exact shipping
rates, please view your options at checkout. We also offer UPS service to Canada. You can
check the shipping cost at checkout, as it will be calculated based on your cart. As we use only
standard mail, our customers normally do not incur any type of import fees, customs fees, or
tariffs for smaller shipments. However, this cannot be guaranteed, and any fees are the
responsibility of the buyer. Please contact us if you have any concerns. Skip to the end of the
images gallery. Skip to the beginning of the images gallery. In stock now. Qty -. Add to Cart.
This product plugs in directly, without modification to existing wires. This product carries a 3
Year Replacement Warranty. See below for details. Features Brighter, cool white LED output
Direct replacement for Toyota Tacoma reverse light bulb Plug and play, no modification with
factory bulb size Improved visibility behind vehicle Available in multiple brightness levels.
Overview Brighter Backup. Inductive driver circuit in compact package. Molded construction
with sturdy double terminals. Metal base for thermal dissipation and reliability. Nonpolar circuit
design with voltage spike protection. Fully metal heatsinking for maximum output. Inductive
constant-current drive circuit. What's Included Quantity: Two 2. Return Policy: day Return with
no restocking fee. Fitment Bulb Size: Years: , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , Specif
1999 chevy suburban parts diagram
01 honda civic hood
troy bilt tb635ec parts diagram
ications Datasheet s click to download : XPR. Installation Installation Time: minutes. Tools
Needed: Basic Toolset. Modification: None. Shipping Domestic U. Shipping All domestic U.
International Shipping We ship to almost everywhere in the world using USPS shipping
services, along with your country's postal service. Customs Fees for International Shipping
Shipments are marked with the value of your purchase price. Part Numbers. Thank you. Answer
this Question. These are offered in pairs, so ordering a quantity of one will get you two bulbs in
total. Maximum answer length is Length: 0 of Answer this Question Cancel. Is it best to use bulb
grease or no? Adding dialectric grease to the socket prior to installation is never a bad thing!
How do you choose what bulb to get. Simply select the bulb model you want! Personally, I
would recommend the XP80s, as they give off a large amount of light for such a small bulb. Ask
a New Question Hide the Form. Length: 0 of Add Question. Go to Checkout.

